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Yoga Theor y | by Theresa Rose

My mom likes to tell the story about how, as a
baby, I’d pull myself up in my crib, hold onto the
bars and rock back and forth while humming

and babbling. I don’t doubt her because one of my earliest
memories is standing in front of the radio, grasping whatever
piece of furniture it was on and literally rockin’ to the Beatle’s
“I Wanna Hold Your Hand.”

As a child, I’d sing myself to sleep each night. TV theme songs,
nursery rhymes and pop tunes comprised my repertoire.

Then, at the age of nine, I sat down at the piano with my first
music teacher and for the five years that followed, studied the
keyboard. 

Billy Joel was my inspiration but soon, he was not enough. I
discovered there were Bruce Springsteen, George Thorogood,
Led Zeppelin, Pretenders and Beatle songs that I absolutely
needed to play. So, at the age of 14, I purchased a guitar and in
the 25+ years that followed, I never gave it up.

Fast forward to September 2001. At 5:30 one morning, I hap-
pened upon a humble little PBS show called Wai Lana Yoga. 

I’ve always liked to stretch, chant and meditate, so chillin’
with Wai Lana each day was a great fun. She even played
guitar, sung and chanted! I...was... hooked!  And just as I never
stopped playing the guitar, ever since that morning, not a day
has passed that I haven’t practiced yoga!

Along with rock, I’ve always enjoyed other styles of music –
especially yogic types like chanting with Deva Premal or
Sheila Chandra and spacey instrumentals by Liquid Mind or
Steven Halpern. As a massage therapist, those musicians are
mainstays for me and I’m always discovering more everyday
(thanks to the help of Pandora.com).

But still, I can’t seem to shake the rock and roll monkey off
my back – nor do I want to! I believe it “grounds” me after
yoga and meditation as well as after massage and Reiki work. 

Classmates.com reunited
my first boyfriend and I
just over a year ago. “For
the past 25 years, every
time I hear Billy Joel or
Bruce Springsteen, I’ve
thought of you,” he said.
Yet, during a separate
conversation he asked,
“Aren’t you a little old to
still be playing your guitar
and going to concerts?” 

“It’s my hobby,” I told him
and asked, “You have
hobbies too, right?” 

“Sure,” he said, “I collect
die-cast toy cars,”
immediately following his
admission with the

realization, “I guess that’s childish too.” Then, he quickly
noted his hobby made money and that after his heart attack,
his doctor said he had to take up a hobby and, most
importantly, he sold the cars for an online company he’d
started and made money at it. 

I told him it seemed as if he needed to give yourself permission
to do what he’d deemed an immature activity by turning it into
a business. “If it brings you joy,” I told him, “that’s all that
matters and you shouldn’t have to answer to anyone.”   

“I guess you’re right,” was his response and within a few days,
he’d dusted off his acoustic guitar and was serenading me. 

Later, when he teased me about being into yoga, I reminded
him while he was in the midst of raising his arms above his
head, leaning back and stretching, that he was also “doing
yoga” – just not formally. 

Most of my current yoga sessions are casual and spontaneous as
well. As a result, I often find myself “yoga-ing” while the heavi-
est of Hendrix or Who songs are blaring from my speakers. 

That’s not to say that I don’t have an equal amount of softer
musically enhanced yogic experiences. As I type this sentence,
the ambient sounds of Dr. Jeffery Thompson’s Inner Dance CD
enter my ears and I’ll later stretch to them before bed. 

Musically, tomorrow may bring an entire day of acoustic key-
boards in the “Classical Praise” genre (a recent discovery for
me). Or, I may decide to take a trip down memory lane and go
on a “Totally 80s” flashback via my MP3 collection. Or both! 

Maybe someday, I’ll devise a way to “bring in some green” via
my hobbies. Or, I may just learn a few new Green Day songs.
Until then, I’ll take my bliss where I can find it: A yoga
session on the balcony in the sun, a crystal bowl class at my
favorite yoga center, and the “Bamboozle” music festival I’ve
agreed to drive my 12-year-old daughter and her friends to at
the Meadowlands are all sources of it for me. 

And if I meet my ex-boyfriend again in another 25 years, I can
guarantee I’ll still be rockin’, rollin’ and stretching. I hope he
will be too. �

For Those About to Rock, 
We ‘Sun Salute’You!
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If you’ve taken a Yoga class... 
Or Tai Chi... Or QiQong... If you’ve
been massaged... Or rolfed... 
Or acupunctured... If you’ve been 
to a spa... Or a holistic healer... 
Or a meditation retreat... 

Then you probably have heard
the music of P.C. Davidoff.

For the past 18 years, Philip Davidoff has
been providing a soundtrack for the New
Age.  During that time, he has produced
12 CD’s, each with its own flavor and
viewpoint. The instrumentation varies
and is often blended with sounds from
nature. But always – without fail – the
sound is subtle, soothing, healing, and
non-intrusive.

“It takes about a year or two to fully
realize a new album,” says Davidoff, “the
secret is living with the music. Doing
practices with it. Does it help create a
positive atmosphere without drawing
attention away from your inner focus?”

When he’s not making music, Philip
helps to manage the Garland of Letters
Bookstore on South Street. He’s a long-
time Yoga student of Dr. Vijayendra
Pratap and his spiritual travels have
taken him to India, Israel, Southeast
Asia, and South America.

“In the best of all worlds, we would
spend quality time on mountain tops or
deep in primeval forests or at the edge
of a quiet lake or on the shores of an
ocean. But reality often brings us to a
city like Philadelphia where there is a
constant cacophony of unnatural noise.
Traffic. Airplanes. Sirens. Boom boxes.
Car alarms.  It is so constant and
pervasive that we reflexively tune it out.
But it affects every aspect of our lives.

My music is created to be an
antidote to this noise.”

Over the years, Philip has
spent much of his
creative time producing
at his own sound studio
at Skyland, an organic
farm and Yoga retreat in
Unityville,
Pennsylvania.  

“There is a universal
harmony in the natural sounds of the countryside. It’s a seasonal symphony. The frogs
in the spring. The summer crickets. The autumnal birds. And the deep, deep silence
of a winter snowfall. I try to bring all of that back in my music to the city. People often
come into Garland and can’t believe how different it feels from the street outside. How
different they feel. The sound is a big part of that difference. It helps you to breathe
easier. Deeper. Slower.”

In the early dynasties of China, there was an official who traveled from village to village
and listened to the local musicians. When he returned to the emperor’s court, he
would report where there was harmony and where there was discordance. In this way,
problems were detected early and serious trouble was often avoided. How would he
have reacted to Philadelphia, I wonder

“Every culture has its own sound and its own indigenous instruments. Native
American flutes. Asian Indian sitars. Aboriginal didjereedoos. Chinese kotos. American
acoustic guitars. I try to be sensitive to the quiet in each instrument. The breath in the
wind instruments. The vibrations in the strings. The harmonics in the chimes and bells
and gongs. These often find a match in nature’s music – a running stream, an evening
breeze, a gentle rain, a neighing horse, a cooing owl, a waterfall, an insistent surf.
When the combination is exactly right, the sound becomes part of you and you are
part of the sound. There is no separation. You are not listening to the music; the
music and you are one. When that happens and when it can be sustained for an hour
or more without interruption – then I know the album is ready for release.”

You can find all of P.C. Davidoff’s music at Garland of Letters and many other new
age bookstores and centers. Sample it online at cdbaby.com, amazon.com,
itunes.com, or at his own website, sacredtreejewelry.com.  

Or, maybe the next time you find yourself floating away in your Yoga class, check out
the background music. Chances are you’ve already experienced the quiet and calm
that is P.C. Davidoff’s soundscape. �
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Yoga Theor y | by Gershon Levitt

Listen.
To the Quiet...
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The principles of acupuncture, without the needles, to relieve pain.
A gentle non-invasive therapy performed on you fully clothed, the 
therapy can help get you back on track, safely and effectively. 
Convenient weekday, evening and Saturday appointments are offered.

Chi Kung for all ages and levels weekdays, and Saturdays: 
Gentle Tai Chi like movements and yoga like stretches move and utilize 
our internal energy, preventing chronic areas of muscular tension 
and emotional stress



can you genuinely take that calm
state beyond your practice session
and into other activities? Try it.  Do
it with something simple at first.
When you do, you will find the
simplest activities taking on a new
sense. You will have a new awareness.
For example, take the simple act of
climbing your stairs in your home.
Take the spirit of your practice into
this everyday activity and watch
what happens. Pretend that your
walk up the stairs is actually a yoga
session activity.  You might find that
your pace changes, and that you slow
down as you’re climbing the steps.
You may have walked up your
stairway a thousand times, and never
noticed ‘how’ you do it.  You may
bring a Tai Chi concept into, and feel

the alternating sense of balance
and imbalance that comes with
every step.  You might sense
how your arms and legs and
every part of your body are
moving in relation to your
center.  

And here we return to the point
of this article.  All forms of

physical exercise are great activities
to discover, strengthen and stabilize

your center.  There are some activities that naturally bring
you to your center, such as surfing, skateboarding, extreme
bicycling, and other sports that require a moment-to-moment
focus of one’s balance.  But most activities require that you
cultivate the experience of the center.  As you attempt this,
you see the challenge.  The center of gravity, the Hara, the
ultimate core of your physical being, is not physical! It is a
force - an energy, more akin to the realm of spirituality than
physicality.  You know where it’s supposed to be located -
about two inches below the navel and about an inch or so
into the body.  But it simply is not something that is
physically tangible in the ordinary sense.  It is more an
element of the sky than of the earth - more like air than like
denser matter.  Air? And so, our answer to experiencing the
center is to sense and feel the air entering your body and
traveling down to your lower abdomen where your center is
located.  An excellent way to concentrate your energy and
sense your center is to do three or four quick exhalations of
breath.  Feel your gut contract.  Hold it.  Then let the air
flow, being conscious that it is flowing up and out from your
center.  There’s a sense of freedom, of the empowerment, of
calmness, of total enjoyment that accompanies the full
experience of Hara.  Why not combine the practice of
‘centering’ with the physical exercises they you already enjoy,
and double your enjoyment!  �

Physical
exercise is one
of the most
enjoyable
pastimes in
which to
practice
meditation.

L
ET’S TAKE THE MOST BASIC

EXERCISE OF WALKING AS AN

EXAMPLE. The body is built
for walking. It knows how to walk
quite naturally. All you need to do is
let it be. Let it happen. As you begin
your walk, step out of your
problems and your attachments,
and step into another way of
perceiving and experiencing.
Shift your attention from your
mind and your thoughts and
your situation, etc. to a
particular part of your body.
Place your attention on your
physical center – that point, a
couple inches below your navel that
is known as the Hara (Zen), or the
Core (Pilates), or the body’s physical center of gravity
(Physics).  

And how do you know that you have succeeded in shifting
your attention in this way? You know because your mind
begins to operate differently. For example, when you are in
your mind, you are constantly validating every little thought,
concern, worry, etc. that is in your life. Your problems are so
real and so heavy and so very important. When you shift
your attention to your center - to the very source of your
being, suddenly you see your mind and the world (your
thoughts and the appearances that surround you) as
temporary, transient pieces of a grand framework of illusion.
And then your thoughts and the appearances of the world
simply come and go. You don’t get stuck in them. You
experience every moment of your walking completely. There
is a feeling of empowerment, enjoyment and calmness all
happening simultaneously. You are in the zone. Now here is
the challenge. As long as you are thinking about this idea,
then you are still ‘thinking’. You are still in your mind. So
you have to even go beyond the thought of transcending the
mind, to the actual transcending of the mind. 

Since you are reading Yoga Living Magazine, most likely you
practice yoga or meditation. You know how to develop a calm
inner state. You know all about yoga ideas and ideals. Now
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Meditation &
Exercise

by Anthony Michael Rubbo, MHS
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M A S S A G E  M AT T E R S  C O U P O N

$10OFF
Your First One-Hour

Massage
(must present coupon at time of purchase.)

(offer good for your first massage only)

Penny S. Kulp, BA, CMT, PDMT

MASSAGE MATTERS
THE BEST IN MASSAGE THERAPY & 

PREVENTATIVE & RESTORATIVE MUSCLE CARE

• Deep Tissue Therapy
• Sport Therapy, Rehabilitation
• Therapeutic Massage

• Pfrimmer Deep Muscle Therapy
• Swedish Massage
• Myofascial Release

Gift Certificates &
Packages Available

337 W. Lancaster Avenue
Wayne, PA 19087

Office or On-Site Therapy 
by Appointment

610-415-9060

Penny Kulp grew up in Chester Springs, PA, in a caring family
environment. After a short time in business, her concern for others
led her into a career as a Massage Therapist.

A graduate of Episcopal Academy and Gettysburg College, Penny
completed her professional training at the Pennsylvania School of
Muscle Therapy in 1998. She started practicing at her current location
in June of 1999, and has since gained the respect of many clients.

Penny is a certified Massage Therapist specializing in Pfrimmer Deep
Muscle Therapy, as well as Therapeutic and Swedish Massage. 

Member of the American Massage Therapy Association
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Psychology & Health | by John Douglas Wylie

established that the urine’s pH is an
accurate reflection of the whole body’s
tissue pH. The state of the body’s acid/
alkaline balance can be easily measured by
testing the urine using hydrazine paper
(also called pH paper). The urine pH is
directly correlated to both tissue oxygen
levels and soft tissue levels of minerals,
such as calcium, magnesium and trace
elements. These minerals are the basic
currency of exchange for literally every cell
in the body. The most important first step
for every person is to balance the first
morning urine pH, which is a reliable
indication of the body’s acid/alkaline
status. The “first morning urine” is defined
as the first urination after 5AM or upon
rising. If the morning urine pH is acidic (a
pH below 6.4), this indicates the body is
in a state of dysregulation and distress due
to lack of sufficient minerals which are
needed to carry out thousands of basic
cellular functions. Therefore, our first goal
is to restore a consistently alkaline morning
urine pH of 6.4 to 7.0 using specific
minerals which are highly ionized and
easily absorbed. The consequence of a low

pH is an extracellular
environment that

precipitates increased
potential for infection in

the tissue as well as the bone. 

Correction of a low pH is
obtainable through the proper
use of Calcium, Magnesium,

and trace minerals that are highly
ionized. If you combine these

minerals with
mycelial

To reach a state of optimal
health, most people must
first overcome their

chronic health problems, such as
joint stiffness, muscle aches,
asthma, allergies, headaches, high
blood pressure and all the “itis”
conditions such as arthritis,
prostatitis, cystitis, diverticulitis,
hepatitis, sinusitis, etc. In 2000,
according to the Center for Disease
Control, more than 1-out-of-2 Americans
was labeled as chronically ill and that
figure has continued to get worse as each
year passes. 

In this first of a five part series our mission
is to empower every person to attain their
own limitless healing potential through the
use of cell resonance nutraceutical formu-
lations and spectacular therapeutic strate-
gies. The five-step protocol will include the
following: 

1) Restore an Alkaline Body pH   
2) Normalize the Hormone

Balance 
3) Detoxify the Body   
4) Eliminate Chronic Infections  
5) Rejuvenate the Body Systems.

The first goal on the way to great health is
to restore the body’s pH to the alkaline
range. Almost all chronic illness takes place
in a body that has become acidic due to
the gradual depletion of its mineral
reserves.

Testing the Urine pH – It has
been clinically

mushroom extracts then the provitamin D
can be used for transport of calcium and
minerals into the cell. This will accelerate
the normalization of the first morning
urine pH. Rapid improvement of the pH is
seen in most cases when no infection is
present. However, many Americans over
the age of 30 often unknowingly have low-
grade, chronic infections (from dental
infections, intestinal infection and many
other sources). Infections force the body to
rapidly use up available mineral stores to
fight the infection. If infections are
suspected then products that support
immune function are essential if the pH
level is to be remedied. 

Other considerations that promote low pH
include consumption of high protein diets
that exhaust the bodies mineral reserves
forcing a greater need for more calcium,
magnesium and trace minerals. The best
option is to gradually decrease high protein
consumption to normal levels and observe
the restoration of pH levels. 

When a consistent urine pH in the ideal
range of (6.4-7.0) is achieved in both
morning and evening measurements then a
healthy state is achieved within the body.
The need for supplements can then be
significantly reduced and the potential for
infection drops dramatically. The end result
is reduced inflammation and pain with
improved energy and mental clarity. 

In our next article we will discuss the im-
portance of the proper Hormone Balance
in the Five Steps to Great Health.     �

F I V E S T E P S
TO G R E AT H E A LT H

A Revolutionary Approach to Overcome Illness
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YOGA PRACTICE AND PSYCHO-
THERAPY SHARE MANY OF THE

SAME AIMS, SUCH AS PROMOTING

HEALTH AND CREATING COGNITIVE,
BEHAVIORAL, AND EMOTIONAL CHANGE.
They promote introspection, self-awareness,
self-acceptance, and connection, and can
help individuals cope with difficult exper-
iences and mental states. However, there
are important differences in the two
approaches, the most fundamental of which
is their respective frameworks. 

Because the frameworks for yoga and psy-
chotherapy are different, the emphases,
techniques, and practices also differ. The
convergence of many of the aims and out-
comes – most notably the promotion of
health – is, therefore, quite remarkable.

Yoga is based in promoting the experience
of union and the realization of universal,
nondualistic consciousness (samadhi).
“Side effects” of the practice include heal-
thy change and the experience of bliss
(ananda).  In contrast, psychotherapy is
centered on promoting health (whether of
the individual or of relationships), reliev-
ing symptoms and difficulties, and increas-
ing self-understanding. A “side effect” of
therapy may include greater connection
(i.e., reduced alienation from self, others,
and nature). 

Yoga philosophy proposes that our diffi-
culties are rooted in separation (which
causes dissatisfaction and suffering), ignor-
ance of our true nature, and our false
identification with what we experience.
Western psychological theory posits that
our troubles stem from a combination of
genetic/biological predispositions, stress,
harmful experiences, and negative cogni-
tive and behavioral habits.

The following discussion draws attention to
a few theoretical aspects of Eastern yoga-
based and Western psychological thought

continued on page 32

that set the stage for a
productive and thera-
peutic integration, and
also points out important
ways in which psycho-
therapy and yoga therapy
differ. Specifically, this
article focuses on how
psychotherapy and yoga
each facilitate (1) self-
awareness and introspec-
tion, (2) behavioral
change, (3) cognitive
change and self-accept-
ance, and (4) connection.

The discussion below
attempts to make general
statements about psycho-
therapeutic approaches, without disting-
uishing between the different orientations,
schools of thought, or their emphases.
Similarly, there are distinctions between
different types and schools of yoga practice
that are not addressed below. 

Self-Awareness & Introspection
Psychotherapy
Psychotherapy develops introspection and
self-awareness through the process of re-
flecting on, verbally identifying, and explor-
ing one’s feelings, thoughts, and behavior.
Psychotherapy may focus on a client’s pre-
sent feelings/thoughts (e.g., “What are you
feeling now?”), and ways in which aware-
ness appears to be limited or restricted.
Therapy may encourage a client to reflect
on what is healthy, on the client’s goals,
and on what impedes healthy choices and
behaviors. It is assumed that such en-
hanced awareness and insight will lead to
healthy self-integration and change. 

Yoga
Each of the eight limbs of yoga leads to
enhanced awareness. Through the yamas
(restraints promoting ethical behavior)

The Intersection of 

Yoga &   
Psychotherapy

Psychology & Health | by Christine (Citrini) Jeuland Ware, Ph.D.

and niyamas (observances of healthy
attitudes) practitioners have the oppor-
tunity to reflect on their intentions, choic-
es, actions, and greater purpose. The inte-
gration of asana (postures), pranayama
(breathing practices), and dharana (con-
centration) enhance awareness of body,
breath, mind, and their interrelation. The
development of “one-pointed” focus
through pratyahara (sense withdrawal) and
dharana flows into dhyana (meditation).
Through practices such as asana and medi-
tation, yoga teaches practitioners to be pre-
sent to immediate experience. Dhyana, in
turn, leads to the experience of higher
states of consciousness and to the exper-
ience of “witness consciousness.” Ulti-
mately, practitioners experience universal
awareness, in which the distinction
between subject and object (or knower and
known) dissolves.

Are there limits to awareness?
Like modern Western research psycho-
logists, yoga practitioners recognize that
the ordinary (i.e., untrained) mind is
unable to accurately study itself. The
untrained mind remains too much a part
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THE INTERSECTION OF YOGA & PSYCHOTHERAPY, continued from page 30

of what is being studied; it is swayed, overwhelmed, or caught up
in its own thoughts. According to yoga practitioners, however,
meditation techniques gradually extend the mind’s capacity for
observing itself objectively, overcoming the limitations of un-
trained introspection (Rama, Ballentine, & Ajaya, 1976). 

As we have seen, psychotherapeutic practices count on intro-
spection and self-reflection to develop awareness and promote
healthy change. On the other hand, Western psychology postu-
lates that there will always exist an indeterminate amount of
unconscious material unavailable for introspection, making it dif-
ficult – if not impossible – for human beings to achieve a con-
sciousness of the self. A frequent critique of Western perspectives
by yoga practitioners is that Western psychology has limited its
exploration and theorizing about levels of consciousness to only a
limited range of “I-ness” (ahankara), referring only to personal
identity and failing to involve transcendence of the ego.

In contrast, practitioners of yoga believe that yoga deals with
levels of consciousness beyond the ego level, outlining a path for
further development (Rama et al., 1976). Transcending “average”
awareness is, thus, an important goal in yoga practice. To the
extent that Western-based psychotherapy encourages self-actuali-
zation and the exploration of one’s potential (most often seen in
existential, humanistic, and transpersonal theories), such goals
may also be promoted in psychotherapeutic treatment. Such
approaches may consider clients’ search for meaning and purpose
in the midst of apparent meaninglessness, isolation, helplessness,
and hopelessness. They may recognize and acknowledge the
varied levels of human experience, including the spiritual level
and our connection to that which is beyond the individual self.
Such therapeutic approaches may also take into account the con-

text and relativity of experience, the integration of body-mind,
the difficulties that arise when there are discrepancies between
clients’ ideal and true selves, and the healing experience of union
of different aspects of self and consciousness. 

Behavioral Change
Psychotherapy
Behavioral change is one of the central goals of psychotherapy.
Many clients seek therapy in order to change behaviors that are
not working for them. When a client is engaged in life-threaten-
ing self-injurious behavior, treatment must initially focus on de-
creasing the behavior and promoting safety. When a client is not
a danger to self or others, therapy will, at some point, help the
client to examine why he/she behaves in unhealthy or unsatis-
fying ways. 

Behavior theory specializes in explaining how both problematic
behaviors and new healthy behaviors are learned and maintained.
Therapy may involve reflection on the origins, meaning, or func-
tion of a behavior, and the thoughts, emotions, and environment-
al factors that contribute to the behavior. Certain psychothera-
peutic methods emphasize skill building, such as communication
skills, social skills, and parenting skills training. Other orientations
encourage “experiments,” getting clients to try different things,
particularly when what they have been doing has not been
working or has stopped working.

Psychotherapists have also appreciated the therapeutic benefits of
relaxation for behavior change, developing techniques such as pro-
gressive relaxation, autogenic training, and biofeedback (Rama et
al., 1976). Relaxation itself may be restorative and counter sympt-
oms such as anxiety. Given his use of the psychoanalytic couch
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Psychology & Health

and hypnosis, Freud, interestingly, recognized that relaxation can
promote healing by encouraging introspection and ultimately be-
havioral change. These methods are compatible with yoga because
both seek to produce deep relaxation and its concomitant benefits.

Yoga
Yoga psychology also recognizes that positive and negative habits,
be they mental, physical, or energetic (e.g., tension), are learned
over time. For example, yoga philosophy includes discussion of
samskaras (impressions derived from past experiences in previous
incarnations and/or in this lifetime that influence future responses
and behavior). Yoga uses the tools of asana, pranayama, and med-
itation to reshape habits of the body and mind. Such reshaping
may occur via practices that target the physical body, releasing
tension and calming the body, through breathing and concentra-
tion practices that affect body and mind, and through practices
that increase focus and promote meditation (i.e., mantra repeti-
tion, visualization, mindfulness).

Behavior change is also encouraged through the yamas (re-
straints), which promote a commitment to ethical behavior (e.g.,
refraining from lying, stealing, violence toward self or others) and
moderation (e.g., eating until you are satisfied; eating in a way
that is healthy for one’s body), and through karma yoga, which
encourages service to others. 

Cognitive Change & Self-Acceptance
Psychotherapy
Many psychotherapeutic approaches focus on creating cognitive
change – in other words, helping people think differently. This
includes how clients think about themselves. 

Some approaches actively challenge “faulty” cognitions through
“cognitive restructuring,” or through problem-solving or coping
skills training. Some types of therapy may focus on unresolved
issues, including automatic ways of negatively perceiving, inter-
preting, or reacting to events. Therapy may also highlight the
emotional impact of one’s thought patterns. Clients may be
encouraged to see how a pattern of thinking developed and
became generalized as a response to a given situation or as a
creative adaptation to a past situation. This cognitive pattern
from the past, although adaptive and/or necessary to the client’s
survival at the time, may be problematic or maladaptive in cur-
rent environments. Therapy, through cognitive change, seeks to
alter these patterns of thinking to allow clients to experience,
react to, and adjust to present circumstances. 

The psychotherapeutic relationship, via the acceptance and
understanding of the therapist, also becomes a model for self-
understanding and kindness toward oneself. The therapist,
through empathy, often aims to create a safe “holding environ-
ment,” (Winnicott, 1960) in which clients can work on their
issues, developing insight and promoting change while remaining
compassionate toward themselves. 

Yoga
Yoga instructors also aim to create environments in which practi-
tioners can compassionately and non-judgmentally observe
thoughts and emotions that surface during the practice. While yoga
and meditation can be seen as more passive or organic – perhaps
less forceful – ways to support cognitive change than certain
psychotherapeutic techniques, both psychotherapy and yoga en-
courage self-reflection, self-acceptance, and transformation.

continued on page 49
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not feel that way. My friend
bandaged my cut.
Afterward, I re-moved the 3
bandages because I had
healed. The Knowing of
healing healed the cuts.
The number 3 presents
itself again. It shows that
the Energy of healing had
manifested or integrated in
the body of the Dreamer. It
is the Knowing of healing
that has healed the cuts.
Dan’s Dreams integrated
that Knowing. 

3. The body sometimes
shuts down or gives the
appearance of illness so
that the body can integrate
new Truths about health. 

Four (4) health professionals visited my
friend at her home. They came to help
her because she could not move her
body. They tried to manipulate her body
into movement. I sat at the kitchen
table to be sure they did not hurt her.
The number 4 is the foundation number.
The friend is now establishing the
foundation for a more expanded view of
health. In order to do so, she has shut
down her body. The Dreamer realizes
this so he watches at the kitchen table.
The kitchen table is the symbol of giving
and receiving food, the symbol of Divine
Grace. The Dreamer nourishes himself
so that he can impart that safety and
support to his friend. The health
professionals are balancing the 4
physical elements within the friend’s
body. Silently, the Dreamer sends the
Energy of the 5th element, ether, which
represents connection to the Divine
Energy that surpasses that of the
physical. 

4. The re-cognition of health in One’s
surroundings mirrors the individual’s
integration of the Energy of health in
Oneself.

DAN UNDERSTOOD THAT EACH PERSON
HAS HIS/HER OWN DEFINITION OF
WHAT A HOBBY IS AND HOW HEALTH

RELATES TO THAT DEFINITION. Dan also
knew that the words healthy and healing
are integrally related. Until One fully
integrates the Knowing of the Oneness,
One has some healing to do. And it is
healthy practice that integrates healing. 

The DreamTime pictured further insights
for Dan that he would not have
otherwise realized. The DreamTime did
so by sharing the following:  

1. One heals in others what One desires
to heal in Oneself. By healing Oneself,
One heals others. By healing others,
One heals the self.

A family had 3 cats. 1 had been lame.
She was now running and playing with
the other 2. I felt that, given time, all
things would heal. This Dream revolves
around the cat, Dan’s symbol for
courage. The number 3 is the number of
manifestation. From this, Dan knew that
he could not manifest healing until all
parts of himself had the courage to do
so. It takes courage to accept One’s
healing. Because Dan realized this, the
Dream took him to an even higher level
of awareness. The experience of healing
is even more important than the
individual part that is healed. When One
experiences healing and integrates it,
One can further share that Energy with
the self and with others. The experience
and Knowing of healing brings with it
the assurance that all things will heal.
That is, all things Will re-turn to the
Oneness from where they came.

2. One heals the self permanently when
One no longer expects injury. It is the
Energy of belief in injury that brings it
upon Oneself.

I played baseball. A ball hit me on the
head and cut me. My friend, who
attended to me, expected the injury
because it had happened before. I did

I saw the large trees growing in health on
the city streets.  I realized how deep the
roots went in order to support these
large, full-leafed trees. Notice that the
trees stand along the blocks of city
streets. They have the health to grow,
endure, and thrive in a polluted
environment. The Dreamer realizes this.
This realization in the DreamTime shows
that the Dreamer has accepted his own
majesty, health, and deep-rooted
Knowing of the Grace of Health. The
Dreamer now acts as the tree that takes
carbon dioxide from the air and turns it
to oxygen for all those in its
environment. The Healthy One truly
offers the Breath of Life to all.

Dan knew that his hobbies provided the
relaxation required for him to feel
completely at ease. That ease absorbed
him completely in the Joy of the Moment.
The hobby itself surfaced the connection
to True Healing that lay within him. The
DreamTime had integrated the Knowing
of Healing. The hobby fused the two and
maintained the ease where no dis-ease
could manifest. �

On Dreams | by Ji

Dreamer Dan’s
HEALTHY HOBBIES
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Sunday Celebration
10:30am - All are welcome!

Youth & Teen Programs • Classes & Workshops
Metaphysical Bookstore

Rev. Bob Deen
Minister

Jim Wade
Music Director

Greater Philadelphia Religious Science
19 Central Ave. Paoli, PA

at the Delaware Valley Friends School just off Lancaster Ave.

(610) 695-0375
www.rsiphiladelphia.org

affiliated with Religious Science International

Optimize your eyesight.

E ye Fi tne ss Wit h Sharon Hi cks,
Op t o m e t r i st  Tra in e d ,  Vis i on E du cat or 

Free consultation: 610-299-6210 | Seeingislearning.com

Charmingly Linda’s

& eB ay Listing Service
MEN’S AND WOMEN’S

FINER FASHIONS
JEWELRY & ACCESSORIES

All Your Favorite
Labels In One Store

Mos t  “ C h a rm i n g ”  C o n s i g nme n t  o n  Th e  Ma i n  L i n e
Frazer Shopping Center 
480 Lancaster Ave., Frazer
www.CharminglyLindas.com

(610) 640-1220
Tues, Thur, Fri: 10-6
Wed: 10-8 / Sat: 10-4

W e  R e c y c l e

1075 MAIN ST., HELLERTOWN, PA • 1 866-246-9866 • 484-851-3636
www.TheOrganicMattressStore.com

Visit our
showroom and
see what you’re

missing!
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THE PARADOX OF HUMAN LIFE: MULTI-TASKING
UNTIL WE FIND STILLNESS, FOCUS, LETTING GO,
AND PEACE. The waking up process is about finding what

wakes us up to our truth. This can be a very chaotic time as we experi-
ment and experience many different ways of growth and finding our-
selves. The hardest part is taming the ego and releasing our identifi-
cation of the ego as who we are. The key part of this process is waking
up to the realization that life is not a dress rehearsal! It’s kind of like,
“shit or get off the pot!” This is an amusing quote as there will be a lot
of releasing during this waking-up period. At this point you may be
asking yourself, so where is the fun?

It is in waking up to our truth and purpose that we find the humor in
the human condition. We also experience the illusions of our past
conditioning and belief systems. For many of us we wake-up to the
Goddesses/ Gods that we are. That being the case we might as well
have fun while we’re here and experience everything we want to
experience. It is during this realization that we start to not take life so
seriously. We begin to find that letting go and being present produces
results with less effort, less time, more focus, and more enjoyment.
Does this mean you can lighten up, have fun, and laugh while you
manifest your dreams and desires? Yes!!!

Healthy vacations and activities are not the activities themselves that
produce fun, but your mindset and perception open the door to Love
and joy. One helpful resource is the book, “Vacations That Can
Change Your Life: Adventures, Retreats & Workshops For The Mind,
Body And Spirit” by Ellen Lederman. Other vacation and travel
resources are cruises that are designed for spiritual and personal growth
themes. Two other books that offer quality vacations are “1,000 Places
To See Before You Die” by Patricia Schultz and the 30th Anniversary
Travel Special of the magazine Outside “The World’s Greatest Trips
Ever.” Any trip that you plan can be a spiritual and growth experience.
It is your intent that makes all the difference!

There are local community ways of having fun while expanding your
horizons. The personal growth group called the Essential Experience
Workshop fosters personal growth and community on the Main Line,
www.eeorg.net. Experience impromptu dance and movement with live
music every Friday night at 8pm at Group Motion in West Philly,
www.groupmotion.org. See Yoga Living Magazine’s event section to
learn about a variety of events in our local area. For a spiritual sweat
lodge (a Native American ritual), check out two locations in the Dela-
ware Valley, www.birdsongpeacechamber.com, and www.malvernsweat-
lodge.com. Or try the Center For Human Integration in Foxchase,
Philadelphia, PA, www.chi4wellness.org, the Greenshire Arts Consor-
tium in Quakertown, PA, www.greenshirearts.org, Temenos Retreat

Center in West Chester,
www.temenosretreat.org,
Pendle Hill Retreat
Center outside of Media,
www.pendlehill.org and a
new kid on the block called
Transformations in Voorhees,
NJ, www.readytotransform.com.  These are just
a sampling of many community organizations and activities in the
Philadelphia area. If you would like more information about what is
available in the Philadelphia area you can contact me at
rusty@rustystewartphd.com. 

If you want to venture outside of the Philly area, here are some other fun
regional resources for spiritual and personal growth. I even make new
friends from the Philadelphia area at the Omega Institute in New York,
www.eomega.org. Here is a brief list of wonderful conferences, work-
shops, and retreat centers include: Radiating Soul Wisdom at the 28th
Annual Life Spectrums Conference/ Retreat at Pocono Manor, PA
www.lifespectrums.org, two fantastic Yoga Retreat centers; the Himala-
yan Institute in Honesdale, PA, www.himalayaninstitute.org, and Kripalu
in Stockbridge, MA, www.kripalu.org, Four Quarters: An Interfaith
Sanctuary Of Earth Religion in Artemas, PA, www.4qf.org, Shalom
Mountain in Livingston Manor, NY, www.shalommountain.com, Healing
Tao Retreats at The Dao Mountain Retreat Center at the Jeronimo
Center in Walker Valley, NY, www.healingtaoretreats.com, The Option
Institute in Sheffield, MA, www.option.org, the Leven Institute Of
Movement Therapy in Lenox, MA, www.leveninstitute.com, The
Crossings in Austin, TX, www.thecrossingaustin.com, The Living Tao
Foundation in Urbana, IL, www.livingtao.org, Astara in Upland, CA,
www.astara.org, The Four Winds Society in Park City, Utah, www.the-
fourwinds.com, a gay men’s retreat center called Easton Mountain
Retreat Center in Greenwich NY, www.eastonmountain.com, The Rowe
Conference Center in Rowe, MA, www.rowecenter.org, and Dance New
England Summer Camp in Poland Springs, ME, www.dne.org/camp/-
2007. Wow, what a list to pick from!

I encourage you to research these organizations and use your intuition
when deciding where to go to have fun in your spiritual growth pro-
cess. I also invite you to look for events in the back of Yoga Living
Magazine and online in my Manifesting Community Listing page at
www.personalgrowthalternatives.com. Other local online community
event resources are www.communityhealthguide.net, and www.holistic-
hometown.com. Wherever you go remember to lighten up and not
take life so seriously, after all, you are all Gods and Goddesses incar-
nate you know!  �

Wake Up! Life is Not a
Dress Rehearsal! 
Lighten Up, Have Fun, Laugh, and
Don’t Take Life So Seriously!

Psychology & Health | by Rusty Stewart, Ph.D.
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(302) 999-1400 � www.delawarehypnosis.com

CALL DELAWARE HYPNOSIS PARTNERS, LLC TO SIGN UP TODAY!

Hypnosis Classes Forming Now!
Consider us your partner, as you explore 
and create what you want for your life.

7th PATH™ Transformational 
Meditative Hypnosis
Have the tools to 
fulfill your dreams!

HypnoBirthing™ Childbirth Education
For an easier, more comfortable birthing experience

• Professional Hypnotherapy Certification Training –
Train for a career in Hypnosis with 5 PATH™

Hypnotherapy and 7th PATH™ Self-Hypnosis

• Learn tools and structures to – Manifest your Desires
for anyone who wants to live the life of their dreams!

• Individual hypnosis sessions available – To help you
succeed where you never thought success was
possible!

Change your life, one thought at a time.
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SUMMER IS HERE, AND OUR

SKIN SUFFERS THE MOST

WITH INCREASED SUN

EXPOSURE, CAUSING FREE RAD-
ICAL DAMAGE AND DEHYDRA-
TION. When you’re feeling hot,
lethargic and knocked out, here are
five things that you can use to
soften, revitalize and refresh the
skin you’re in.

Everybody loves roses. The colors
and fragrances are reminiscent of
true love and adoration, and in a
1969 Bulgarian study, it was shown
that rose oil increases alertness and
gives one pleasant dreams. Rose
petals and oils are suitable for all
skin types, especially dry, sensitive,
or aging skin. The oils have also been used
to help conditions such as stress and ner-
vous tension due to the soothing properties
to the nerves. Rose oil is used regularly in
facial massages and skin products to calm
and uplift the spirit, as well as the skin.

Taking one whiff of a fragrant bouquet of
peppermint will conjure up images from
the days of yester-year. This aromatic herb
is easily introduced from cool drinks to
long foot soaks. According to U.S. and
Japanese research, peppermint improves
your alertness and stimulates the brain. It is
common knowledge that it helps alleviate
stomach pain and enhances our digestion,
but it is great as a foot tonic, too. Making a
foot soak not only is relaxing while evoking
sighs of delight; it also relieves fatigue and
revitalizes the whole body.

Nothing beats a big bowl of natural yogurt
and granola to get your day started, but
did you ever want to just stick your face in
it? Well now you can. Natural yogurt,
when used as a cleanser, acts like a natural
moisturizer and with its live active cultures
has great antibacterial and antifungal pro-
perties.  The lactic acid present in yogurt
helps soothe, soften, and tighten the skin,
while refining the pores. 

Few things are more enjoyable than a good
melon or cucumber salad. You can use the

Peppermint Body
Tonic
4 peppermint tea bags
1 cup water
8 teaspoons ground cinnamon

Steep tea in boiling water for 10-
15 minutes. Pour liquid in
sterilized container. This can be
used as a cleanser or toner, or
warm mixture up and rub all over
skin.

Zesty Mint Footbath
3 peppermint tea bags
15 fresh mint (crushed)
15 peppercorns (crushed)

Steep ingredients in boiling water, let cool.
Soak feet for 15 to 20 minutes.

Creamy Neck Polish
3oz. natural sugar
6oz. of plain regular yogurt
3 drops vanilla extract

Mix ingredients. Massage skin with polish, remove
with warm towels or rinse with warm water.

Cucumber-Melon Tonic
4oz. chilled fresh cucumber juice (strained)
4oz. chilled fresh melon juice (strained)
2 cotton eye pads

Mix ingredients. Saturate eye pads with tonic
and place on eyes for 10 minutes.

Papaya Body Polish
1/2 cup ripe papaya (seeded, peeled and
coarsely chopped)
2 tablespoons fresh lime juice
1/3 cup grape seed oil
1/3 cup fine sea salt
1 tablespoon lime zest

Blend papaya and lime juice and puree until
creamy. Pour mixture into bowl and add zest, oil,
and sea salt. Massage all over body and remove
with moist towels or warm shower.             

*Recipes taken from Les Nouvelles Esthetiques
American Edition 

by Vera Kosabutski

FIVE THINGS IN YOUR KITCHEN THAT ARE GOOD FOR YOUR SKIN

juices of both to make a great cooling eye
compress. Melons are powerful antioxi-
dants and help to neutralize skin damage
while cucumbers are high in sulfur (neces-
sary for collagen synthesis) and silicon,
helping skin surface issues. Cucumbers also
reduce swelling around the eyes while
soothing and softening the skin.

Looking to keep those tropical memories
alive? Bring it all back with a body polish
made from papayas and fine sea salt. The
enzymes in papayas dissolve dead cells
from the skin’s surface leaving the skin soft
and supple. Sea salt has a high magnesium
content that helps with the metabolism of
skin cells.

These great summer ingredients will help
keep you looking and feeling your best,
even on the hottest summer days. So the
next time you are in your kitchen looking
and feeling tired, just whip up some fresh
ingredients and have fun! �

Rose Petal Tonic
3 teaspoons dried rose petals
1 cup water
1oz. grape seed oil

Bring water to a boil.  Pour water and oil over
rose petal and steep for three minutes. Pour
into a plastic bottle and shake well. Massage
all over skin.

Ins ide  YogaLiv ing | Massage & Healing Arts

Nature’s Homemade Bounty
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www.bachflowersusa.com
charlene@bachflowersusa.com
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Thyroid Disease: 
THE HIDDEN EPIDEMIC

THYROID MEDICATION

IS THE SECOND-MOST

PRESCRIBED DRUG IN

THE COUNTRY. More than
diabetes medications. And for
each person receiving thyroid
medications, there are more
who have “sub-clinical”
thyroid disease, where the
symptoms aren’t bad enough
to trigger evaluation or
treatment.

In general, we can have too
little thyroid hormone, called
hypo-thyroidism, and too
much thyroid hormone, called
hyper-thyroidism. The vast majority
of thyroid disease is of the “hypo-”
type—similar to too little insulin in
diabetes and too little sex hormone in
infertility, menopause and andropause.
(See my other articles on these
hormones.)  I’ve previously written
about how our hormonal glands are the
most vulnerable tissues in our body.
And since most hormones affect every
cell of our body, when a gland is not
working well, it has a great influence on
our health.

Symptoms of Thyroid Disease
The thyroid gland is a butterfly-shaped
gland in the front of the neck. It
controls the speed of our metabolism—
the more the hormone, the faster our
metabolism goes.

Hypo-thyroidism symptoms, even when
sub-clinical include: fatigue, poor skin
healing, dry skin, low body
temperature, coarse hair, loss of the
outer third of the eyebrows,
constipation, poor immune function,
depression, increased blood cholesterol,
cold extremities, fibro-cystic breasts,
long menstrual periods, infertility, mild
diabetes, and  muscle pains; and in

more complex procedures that
are only done in special cases.
Holistic medicine has a
different approach to the
evaluation and treatment of
thyroid, which will be
discussed below.

Most doctors will begin with a
TSH, or Thyroid Stimulating
Hormone. This is a hormone
made by the pituitary gland (in
the brain) which tells the thy-
roid how much hormone to
make. If TSH is high, then it
means the pituitary thinks
there is not enough thyroid hor-
mone, which is the situation of

hypo-thyroidism. If TSH is low, then
the opposite situation is present.

The other common test is the actual
amounts of thyroid hormone in the
blood. The most common, T4, can be
measured several ways. Since much
thyroid hormone is bound to protein in
the blood, and is not active when
bound, the “free” T4 is measured. In the
body, T4 is converted to T3, which is
many times more potent than T4. It is
important to measure free T3 as well as
free T4.

So, if the TSH, free T4 and free T3 are
normal, then it is assumed that the
thyroid system is working adequately.

Antibodies to the Thyroid Gland
and Components
However, this is not the end of the story.
These labs can be “normal”, even while
the body is making anti-bodies to the
thyroid gland or it’s components.
Depending upon where these antibodies
attack, eventually hyper- or hypo-
thyroidism will develop. Since conven-
tional medicine can only treat auto-
immune disease with powerful drugs or
surgery, antibodies are only dealt with if

pregnancy and childhood, mental
retardation and developmental delay.
Doesn’t this sound like so many of us?

Hyper-thyroidism, which is less
common, can manifest as anxiety, sleep
disturbance, heart palpitations or heart
rate > 100, thin, oily skin and hair,
bulging eyes (called Graves disease) and
other biochemical abnormalities such as
osteoporosis.

Both forms can occur at any age, but
hypothyroidism is more common as we
get older. Many women develop thyroid
disease in association with pregnancy or
menopause.

There is a complex relationship between
the thyroid, sex, adrenal and insulin
hormones, which remains elusive for
conventional medicine.

Evaluation of the Thyroid Gland
and Function
If you have any of the above symptoms,
as most of us do, then at some point
your doctor will evaluate your thyroid.
However, the type of evaluation can
vary from very simple blood tests, to

by Michael Cheikin, MD


